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Techniques of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory usually employed for 
perturbation of isolated eigenvalues are used to obtain theorems on spectral 
concentration near eigenvalues which are not assumed to be isolated. If {H,} is a 
family of self adjoint operators convergent in the strong resolvent sense to a self 
adjoint operator HO and 1, is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of HO, then the 
spectrum of {H,} is concentrated near i.,,. Moreover, conditions under which 
concentration still occurs near R, without the assumption of finite multiplicity are 
obtained in the semibounded case. - 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, be a self adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert space &? with 
norm 11. /I and inner product ( ., . ). Let I,, be an eigenvalue of H, with 
corresponding eigenprojection P,. Further let {H, >, 0 < K < rcO, be a family 
of self adjoint operators in 2 with H, + H, in the strong resolvent sense 
as K-O+. 
If A0 is isolated with finite multiplicity m and isolation distance 2d, i, 
is stable with respect to the family {H,) if for K sufficiently small 
(2, - d, A0 + d) n o(H,) consists of exactly m eigenvalues of H, counted 
according to multiplicity, each of which converges to A0 as K -+ O+. Herein, 
o(H,) denotes the spectrum of H,. This implies uniform convergence of the 
corresponding family of total projections of H,; i.e., the projections onto 
the m-dimensional space of eigenvectors of H, corresponding to the 
eigenvalues which converge to d,, to P,. 
We consider perturbations {HK} of H, for which A,, is not (necessarily) 
stable. In particular, we explore the phenomenon of spectral concentration 
near nonisolated eigenvalues of H, as arises, e.g., in the mathematical 
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theory associated with Auger or autoionizing states in helium (cf. [8, lo]). 
Previous results on spectral concentration near embedded eigenvalues (cf. 
[S, lo]) have been obtained under fairly strong conditions such as dilata- 
tion analyticity or other analytic continuation hypotheses. Our method is 
patterned after techniques traditionally used for perturbation of isolated 
eigenvalues (cf. [ 1, 6, 8, 91). This yields the general result that there is 
spectral concentration whenever I, has finite multiplicity and H, converges 
to H, in the strong resolvent sense, even if & is a threshold eigenvalue 
([lo]), or H, has dense point spectrum. Moreover, we show that spectral 
concentration often occurs near eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity. Thus 
spectral concentration itself may not be of as much physical interest as the 
complex resonance energies of earlier theories, 
2. EIGENVALUES OF FINITE MULTIPLICITY 
Throughout this section we assume that 1, is an eigenvalue of Ho of 
finite multiplicity rn with corresponding eigenprojection P,, and that 
4 1, . . . . 4, is an orthonormal basis for the A,,-eigenspace, P,H. Let {IK}, 
0 < K d rcO, be a family of Bore1 subsets of R, the real line. Denote by E,( . ), 
0 <K < K,,, the right continuous resolution of the identity for H,, and for 
a Bore1 set I c R, let E,[I] be the corresponding spectral measure of I. 
Then [S] the part of the spectrum of H, in I, is asymptotically the part of 
the spectrum of Ho in I if &[I,] -,&[I] as K-O+, where -+s denotes 
strong convergence. If, in addition, I = {A,} and the Lebesque measure of 
I,, (I,/ converges to zero as K -*Of, the spectrum of {HK} is said to be 
concen traced near A,. If moreover, II,J =o(&‘) as K -+ O+, ~20, the 
spectrum of (HK} is concentrated to order p near &. 0, o are the usual 
Landau symbols, and the limiting process is always as K -+ Of, unless 
stated otherwise. 
Note that when 1, is isolated, I is an isolating interval for A,, and I, c I, 
the preceding definition of concentration near & is equivalent to 
E,[I\I,] +5 0 as K + O+. This is the standard definition of spectral concen- 
tration near an isolated eigenvalue [6, 8, 93. To study spectral concentra- 
tion near (possibly) embedded eigenvalues by perturbation theoretic 
methods usually used for isolated point spectra, the preceding terminology 
needs to be supplemented as follows. Suppose we can find m pairs 
(Af,m 41A ...9 Kn,KT 4,,J in Rx WH,) such that for each i= 1, . . . . m, 
/l(H, - Aj,K) dj,i,,ll = o(K~), dj,j,K -+ #j, and Aj,, -+ Aj as K -+ O+, where 9(H,) 
is the domain of H,. Then { (lj,,, 4j.j.,): j = 1, . . . . m} is called a set of p-pairs 
for ( HK} near II,. Aj,K is called a pseudoeigenvalue with corresponding 
pseudoeigenvector dj+ and (bl+, . . . . 4,,,.} is called an asymptotic basis of 
order p for E,[ . ] near A,. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that H, -+ H, in the strong resolvent sense as 
K-O+. Then: 
(i) if Lo has multiplicity m < co and there exists a set of p-pairs for 
{HK} near 1,, the spectrum of {HK} 1s concentrated to order p near A,,, and 
I, can be taken as the union of m intervals of length o(kP) centered on the 
pseudoeigenvalues, ii,K ; 
(ii) tf I,, is simple and the spectrum of { H,} is concentrated to order 
p near A0 with I, an interval of length o(kP) whose center 2, converges to 2, 
as tc+O’, then there exists a p-pair for (HK} near &. 
The following lemma is basic to the proof of part (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. If H, + H, in the strong resolvent sense, {pK}, 0 < IC 6 kg, 
is any family of real numbers converging to 2 as K -+ O+, and P = 
E,(J) - E,(1- 0), then 
E,(y,)(l-P)-+,sE,(~-O) as k-O+. 
The lemma reduces to a well-known theorem of self adjoint operator 
theory when A is not an eigenvalue of H,, and is proved by simply 
following the proof of [6, Theorem VIII. 1.151. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given Lemma 2.2, the proof closely follows that 
of the corresponding theorem for isolated eigenvalues [6,8,9]. Let Ed = 
/I(H,--II,,,)dj,,ll, and pick r,(k) SO that both T~(K)E~(Ic)=o(Jc~) and 
rj(rc) + co as K -P Of. Further let Ij K = (A,+ - T,(K) c~(K), A, K + TV sj(lc)), 
and I,= UT=1 Ij+. Then II,1 =o(K”) and, since &[I,] = E,[I,] PO+ 
E,[I,](l -PO), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that we only need prove that 
E,[I,] P, +s P, as K + 0 + . The spectral theorem now gives 
where J, = R\I,. 
Hence [I( 1 - E,[I,,,]) q5,,,,II < ~/T,(K) -+ 0 as K --+ O+. Since II( 1 - E,[I.i,K]) 
(dj,, - djj,ll d lldj,x - #jll -+ 0 as K + Of, we have 
ll(1 -Ex[Ixl) djll 6 ll(1 -ExCIj,+zl) 4jll +O 
as k-+0+. Now C$ ,,..., 4, span P,S, so E,[I,] PO converges uniformly to 
P, as K-O+, and (i) is proved. 
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To prove (ii), we simply note that if Hod =A,,4 with 11411 = 1, then 
(A,, E,[I,]4) is a p-pair for (HK} near lo. This is a direct consequence of 
the spectral theorem since 
The following corollary is now obtained exactly as in the case when A0 
is isolated [9]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The spectrum of (HK} 1s concentrated near 1, whenever 
H, + HO in the strong resolvent sense and A,, has finite multiplicity. 
This follows by letting lj+ = & and #ji, K = (H, - i) - ’ (H, - i) 4j = 
(A,-i)(H,-i)-’ dji, where i is the imaginary unit. Then II(H,-1,) q5j,i,,ll =
o(1) as K+O+. 
To obtain more precise concentration estimates we invoke hypotheses 
that lead to analytic perturbation theory when & is isolated. Weaker 
hypotheses leading to asymptotic perturbation theory in the isolated case 
(cf. [6, 81) would s&lice for Theorem 2.4. 
Assume now that 
with V symmetric and bounded relative to HO. Then letting Aj,K = 1, and 
dj+ = dji, j = 1, . . . . m, yields 
so that the spectrum of {HK} is concentrated near 1, to order p for any 
p < 1. Now for each j = 1, . . . . m let 
and pick rj(x) such that as K -+ O+, z,(x) + cc and T,(K) Ed = o(&‘) for 
all p < 1. Denote by Ij,K the interval (1, - rj(~) Ed, A0 + rj(lc) Ed), and 
let I, = lJj”= I Ij+. Then E,[I,] +S PO as K -+ 0 +, and we are ready to 
formulate an embedded eigenvalue analogue of the first order concentration 
theorem, Theorem XII.23 of [S]. 
THEOREM 2.4. If 1, has finite multiplicity and H, = HO + KV with V 
symmetric and bounded relative to H,, the spectrum of ( H, > is concentrated 
to order 1 near A,,. 
Proof: Choose the orthonormal basis dl, . . . . 4, of POX as the eigen- 
vectors of P, V restricted to PO&?. Then for j= 1, . . . . m let Aj,K = 
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I,+ K( Vtij, 4,) and q5,1,k = E,[I,] #,, where I, was defined in the preceding 
paragraph. Then 
since P,Vdj = ( F’dj, c$~) 4,. Now E,[I,] -+,, P, as K -+ O+, so 
/I (H, - &) d,,,,II = O(IC) for j = 1, . . . . m, and the theorem is proved. 
This shows that in the dilatation analytic case considered in [S, lo], the 
expansion coefficient a,, is simply the first correction coefficient in a formal 
Rayleigh-Schriidinger series. To reline Theorem 2.4 we restrict our 
attention to simple eigenvalues, thus avoiding well-known technicalities 
associated with degenerate perturbation theory. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that & is simple with corresponding normalized 
eigenvector 4, and that H, = H, + K V with V symmetric and bounded relative 
to H,. Further assume that VC$ - ( Vq5, 4) q5 E &?(H, - A,), the range of 
H, - lo. Then the spectrum of {H,} 1s concentrated to order 2 near &,. 
Proof: H,-&, is one-to-one with dense range in the orthogonal 
complement of its null space, so we may define the (possibly unbounded) 
self adjoint operator S in Y? by S$ = (H, - 2,) ~ ’ $ for $ E B?(H, - I.,), 
$4 = 0, and linearity. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we employ formal 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory to define 
and 
n,EE”I,K=~O+K(V~,~)-K2(SV~, V(b), 
with I, as in the previous theorem. Then 
Il(H, - &I d,II 
= K’ IIE,CI,1( - f’SJ’4 + ( V4, d> =‘4 + <SV#, V4> i)ll + O(K~) 
= ~2 II(&C4cl- P,)( - VSJ’d + ( VA 4) SV4 + (SVd, V4> 4111 + fl(~~), 
since P,VSV#= (Sk’& V#)q5 and P,SVd=O. Thus since E,[I, +s P, as 
K -+ O+, (I (H, - 2,) q5J = o(K') and the theorem follows. 
Reference to [IO] now shows that in the dilatation analytic case 
considered there, the condition Vq5 - ( V&4) q5 E B?( H, - A,) is sufficient to 
guarantee that the series coefficients a, and a3 are real, and thus that the 
concentration is to order p for all p < 4. 
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3. EIGENVALUES OF INFINITE MULTIPLICITY 
We now drop the assumption that A, has finite multiplicity. It is 
remarked in [9] that when 1, has infinite multiplicity, strong resolvent 
convergence of H, to H,, is not sufficient to guarantee spectral concentra- 
tion near &. Herein concentration results near any eigenvalue &, of Ho are 
obtained by restricting attention to the semibounded case, and employing 
techniques related to those used in [2,4]. 
So let h,( ., .) be a Hermitian symmetric bilinear form defined on a linear 
manifold g(h,) which is dense in 2. Further assume that the corre- 
sponding quadratic form is closed, and bounded below by the unit form, 
ho(x) = Mx, xl 3 <XT x>, x E -Who). 
Since h,( .) is closed, s(h,) with the inner product 
( ., . >o = M ., h 
is a Hilbert space with norm (1 .IJO = (h,( .))‘I*. To the form h,( ., .) there 
corresponds a positive definite self adjoint operator Ho in 2 which is 
defined on 
9(H,) = {x E g(h,): h&, .) is continuous on g(h,) in the topology of X}, 
by 
(Hex, ti > = bk ti), x E Who), H,x E z, ti E Wd, 
(cf. C71). 
Now let v( ., .) be a Hermitian symmetric bilinear form defined on a 
linear manifold 53(v) which is dense in Q(h,) (and therefore in 3’). Further 
let the corresponding quadratic form be nonnegative, 
v(x) = v(x, x) 2 0, x E WV)> 
and closed in g(h,). It is easy to prove that v( .) is closed in g(h,) if and 
only if h,( .) + KV( . ) is closed in Y? for some IC > 0 (and thus for all K > 0). 
Denote by H,, 0 < K i K,,, the positive definite self adjoint operator in J? 
corresponding to h,( ., .) + KV( ., .), i.e., 
Then H, + H,, in the strong resolvent sense as K -+ 0 +. 
The concentration theorem requires the introduction of another operator 
associated with this perturbation. Let Y be the nonnegative self adjoint 
operator in g(h,) defined on 
WV = {x Em): v(x, .) is continuous on a(v) in the topology of g(h,)}, 
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by 
ho(vx, Ic/) = v(x, $1, XE~(V, YxEWho), II/~g(vl. 
Observe that 9(H,) c 9(Y), and that for x E 9(H,) and II/ E 9(v), 
hok ti) + J~X, $) = (H,x, $ > = ho((KY + 1) x, $h 
and thus H;‘H, c KY + 1 (cf. [6, Corollary VI.2.41). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the hypotheses of this section, if there exists a 
Borel function F: [0, a)--+ [l, co) such that F(v) -+ co as v-+ CC and 
%Ho)c9(F(“f)) with IIF(~)xI~~<K~IH~xII, K>O, XE~(H~), the 
spectrum of (HK} is concentrated near any eigenvalue 1, of H,. When 
F(v) = (v + 1 ))‘, 0 < y 6 i, the spectrum of { HK) is concentrated to order p 
for all p < 2y near any eigenvalue A0 of H,. 
Proof: By a lemma of [3], there exists M> 0 such that 
llxll G ~4 II CF(“f”)l-’ xllo 
for all x E g(h,). Let P, be the orthogonal projection onto the 
A,-eigenspace, and let q5 E P,?? c 9(F(V)). Then since H,d = &,d and 
H,‘H,,+Y+l)-‘, 
(3.1) 
X 
s 
O” Fb-d2 d(-WM 4>0 
0 
F(v)-4 
since F(v) -+ co as v -+ co. Herein E( .) denotes the resolution of the identity 
for the self adjoint operator Y. 
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Now pick Z(K) such that t(rc) -+ cc and T(K) E(K) -+O as K -+O+. Let 
I,=(n,-z(Ic)E(Ic),~~+~(~c)E(Ic)), and for ~EP,,X’ with 1/#11 =l, let 
A,= n,(d) =& and 4,=&H;‘& Then if E,( .) is the resolution of the 
identity for H,, (3.1) gives 
where J,=[O, co)\&. Thus 11(1-E,[I,])~,/12~1/~(~)~0 as K+O+. 
Since [l(l--E,[~,])(c$,--d)I/ < IId,-#li -0 as rc+O+, we have 
(1 -&CLI) PO’S 0 as 1c+0+. 
Since Lemma 2.2 implies that E,[I,](l -PO) +s 0 as K -+ O+, it follows 
that E,[I,] js P,, as K + O+; i.e., the spectrum of { HK} is concentrated 
near 1,. When F(v) = (v + l)‘, 0 < y Q i, the supremum in (3.1) is O(K~~) as 
K + 0 + and the theorem is proved. 
A simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that if v( .) is relatively bounded 
with respect to h,( *), then the spectrum of {HK} is concentrated to order 
p for any p < 1 near any eigenvalue of Ho. In this case an obvious choice 
for Fis F(v)=v+l. 
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